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Introduction

GANs, intrinsic curiosity and multi-agent RL are
examples of differentiable games.

Opponent shaping is a powerful approach to
improve learning dynamics in such games, as
shown by a recent algorithm named Learning
with Opponent-Learning Awareness (LOLA).

Unfortunately, we show that LOLA agents can
exhibit ‘arrogant’ behaviour directly at odds
with convergence.

We fix this with Stable Opponent Shaping (SOS),
proving strong convergence guarantees while
also shaping the learning of opponents.

Differentiable Games

A differentiable game is a set of 𝑛 players with
parameters 𝜃 = (𝜃1, . . . , 𝜃𝑛) ∈ R𝑑 and twice
continuously differentiable losses 𝐿𝑖 : R𝑑 → R,
where 𝜃𝑖 ∈ R𝑑𝑖 for each 𝑖 and

∑︀
𝑖 𝑑𝑖 = 𝑑.

Each player can minimise their loss indepen-
dently from others by gradient descent on their
component ∇𝑖𝐿

𝑖. This is called simultaneous
GD or naive learning.

However, the standard guarantee that GD con-
verges locally to minima fails to generalise for
multiple losses: agent parameters may cycle
around or diverge away from stable fixed points
for any learning rate.

LOLA

LOLA agents modify the learning objective by
minimising 𝐿1(𝜃1, 𝜃2 + Δ𝜃2) with respect to 𝜃1,
where Δ𝜃2 is the predicted opponent learning
step. By explicitly differentiating through Δ𝜃2,
LOLA agents actively shape opponent learning
and exploit these dynamics.

This has proven effective in reaching cooperative
equilibria in multi-agent learning, including tit-
for-tat in the Iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma.

Arrogance and the Tandem Game

We construct a tandem game controlled by
agents facing opposite directions. LOLA fails to
preserve the fixed points of this game, and can
only converge to worse losses for both players.

The root of failure is that both agents try to shape
opponent learning and enforce compliance by
accelerating forwards, assuming a dynamic re-
sponse. By doing so, they become ‘arrogant’ and
suffer by pushing strongly in opposite directions.

Lemma

Let 𝐻 ⪰ 0 be an invertible matrix with symmet-
ric diagonal blocks. Then (𝐼 − 𝛼𝐻𝑜)𝐻 is positive
stable for all 𝛼 > 0 sufficiently small.

LookAhead

Instead of assuming an immediate reaction,
LookAhead minimises 𝐿1(𝜃1, 𝜃2 + Δ𝜃2(𝜃1, 𝜃2)),
where 𝜃1, 𝜃2 are the current parameters. Under
gradient descent, this is equivalent tominimising
𝐿1(𝜃1, 𝜃2 + ⊥Δ𝜃2), where the stop-gradient
operator ⊥ prevents gradient flowing from Δ𝜃2

upon differentiation.

Using the new lemma above, we prove local con-
vergence of this algorithm to stable fixed points
in all differentiable games.

SOS

By discarding LOLA’s shaping term, we also
eliminated its capacity to exploit dynamics and
encourage cooperation. We propose SOS, an
algorithm preserving both convergence and
opponent shaping at once. First consider a
partial-LOLA agent that optimises the mod-
ified objective 𝐿1(𝜃1, 𝜃2 + ⊥1−𝑝Δ𝜃2), where
⊥𝑝 = 𝑝⊥+(1−𝑝)𝐼 . The corresponding gradient
after first-order Taylor expansion is denoted 𝜉𝑝.

First, let 𝑝1 be such that 𝜉𝑝1 points in the same
direction as LookAhead, formally written as
⟨𝜉𝑝1, 𝜉0⟩ ≥ 0. Now let 𝑝2 = ‖𝜉‖2 if ‖𝜉‖ < 1,
otherwise 𝑝2 = 1. SOS is obtained by taking
𝑝-LOLA with 𝑝 = min{𝑝1, 𝑝2}.

Main Theorem

SOS locally converges to stable fixed points and
avoids strict saddles with probability 1, for all
𝛼 > 0 sufficiently small.

Experiments

We compare SOS, LOLA and LA (among others)
in the IPD and tandem game below.
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Figure: Iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma. (A) Probability that
agents cooperate (C), given memory state, at the end of
50 training runs. (B) Average loss at each step, across 300
runs, with shaded deviations. SOS and LOLA outperform
all others by learning to play tit-for-tat.

Figure: Tandem game. SOS learns to avoid arrogance and
outperforms LOLA by automatically decaying 𝑝.
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